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Introduction  
•  The primary goal of software development  

! to deliver high-quality software efficiently  
! and in the least amount of time whenever possible 

•  Solution to reduce software development efforts:  
!  Programmers commonly reuse existing frameworks or 
! Reuse existing libraries 

• Challenge of reusing code (framework or libraries) 
! understand the usage of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) exposed by 

those frameworks or libraries,  
! because many of the existing frameworks or libraries are not well-documented. 
! Many are outdated  



Introduction  



Contributions  



Approach 



Approach  
•  Code Search Engine :  

! Can use other CSEs ( Many new frameworks and libraries emerge from day to day) 
! This approach is independent of any library or framework 
! use GCSE (Google Code Search Engine ) because it is maintained and improved, and provide 

convenient open APIs. 

•  Code Downloader:  
! Accepts query form : Source ----> Destination  
! The constructed request contains both Source and Destination object types. 
! The CD submits the constructed request to CSE to download  code samples from CSE and form 

a local source code repository  
! The code stored are often partial and not compatible ( only individual source file according to the 

given sources and destination) 



Code analyzer 
1. Analyze codes from the local code repository to extract MIS that can serve as 

solutions for the given query of the form :” Source ---> Destination 
! Code in the local repository are partial and not compilable. 

2. The analyzer creates an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) for each code sample 
! Represents the abstract syntactic structure of source code written in a programming language.  

3. The analyzer uses the created AST to  build a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).  

Directed Acyclic Graph 
Source : https://www.quora.com 

Abstract Syntax Tree 
http://cs.au.dk/~mis/dOvs/slides/37a-abstractsyntaxtrees.pdf 

Statement Flow 



Code analyzer 
•  The DAG provide an effective mechanism of identifying paths between any 

two nodes in the graph.  

•  The nodes in the constructed DAG contain only those statements that result 
in a transformation from one object type to another.   

•  Type resolution:  
! Heuristic 1: The return type of a method-invocation statement contained in an initialization 

  expression is the same as the type of the declared variable. 

! Heuristic 2: The return type of an outermost method-invocation contained in a return statement 
is   the same as the return type of the enclosing method declaration 



Sequence Postprocessor 
•  The sequence postprocessor component clusters similar MISs and ranks the 

clustered MISs. 

•  Clustering of MISs helps to identify distinct possible MISs and also reduces 
the total number of MISs.  

•  This reduction of the number of results can help programmers quickly identify 
the desired MIS for the given query.  

•  Heuristics :  
! Ranking Heuristic 1: Higher the frequency → Higher the rank 
! Ranking Heuristic 2: Shorter the length → Higher the rank ( shorter sequence) 



Query splitter 
•  We observed that a code sample for some of the queries is split among 

different files instead of having the entire sample in the same file.  

•  The query splitting heuristic helps to address this problem by splitting the 
given query into multiple sub-queries 



Evaluation  



Evaluation  
Figure 1 : valuation results of programming 
 tasksfrom the Logic Project 

Figure 2 : va luat ion resu lts of 12 
programming tasks previously used in 
evaluating the XSnippet tool 



Evaluation  

Table 3: Evaluat ion resu l ts o f 
PARSEWeb internal techniques 



Thank You !! 



Question 1/3   
1.  The PARSEWeb is used for helping reuse Java Code. Should it be 

extended for reusing codes in other programming languages.? 

2.  Which aspects of this tool can be changed to improve it ?  

3.  Do you think that this tool could be extended to automatically 
generate compilable source code from the selected MIS 



Question 2/3 
•  Which aspects of this tool can be changed to improve it ?  


